Abstract-Handoff algorithms are used in wireless cellular systems to decide when and to which base station to handoff. Traditional handoff algorithms generally cannot keep both the average number of unnecessary handoffs and the handoff decision delay low. They do not exploit the relative constancy of path loss and shadow fading effects at any given location around a base station. However, handoff algorithms with both a negligible number of unnecessary handoffs and a negligible decision delay can be realized by exploiting this information. One example is the set of handoff algorithms using pattern recognition introduced in previous work. In this paper, we describe how pattern-recognition handoff algorithms can be applied to the problem of turning a corner. This can be used as part of an integrated pattern-recognition handoff algorithm or together with a traditional handoff algorithm, in which case the pattern recognition handles only the special cases like turning a corner.
I. INTRODUCTION
H ANDOFF algorithms in existing cellular systems are either of the hard handoff or the soft handoff variety. This paper discusses an improvement in hard handoff algorithms using pattern recognition. 1 These handoff algorithms will be referred to as traditional handoff algorithms (THOs). THOs generally use relative signal strength as a main component of the handoff decision process. The relative signal strength of a base station is the difference in signal power level associated with that base station from that associated with the serving base station. Whenever the relative signal strength of a given base station rises above a threshold dB, handoff is performed to that base station. Because of fading effects, the relative signal strength of base stations other than the serving base station can be positive for brief periods of time when it may not really be necessary to hand off to those base stations. Handoff in such cases wastes network resources and is undesirable. Therefore, the threshold is typically set at a few decibels, introducing hysteresis into the handoff process, to reduce the frequency of unnecessary handoffs. While hysteresis reduces the frequency Manuscript received October 11, 1999 ; revised June 27, 2000. This work was supported in part by Nortel and in part by the Stanford University Center for Telecommunications. This work was presented in part at Globecom'98.
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of unnecessary handoffs, it also increases the decision delay. Large decision delay is undesirable, like frequent unnecessary handoffs. The smaller is, the more frequent the unnecessary handoffs; but the larger is, the larger the decision delay. There is therefore an inherent tradeoff between number of unnecessary handoffs and decision delay with THOs [1] . In other words, THOs cannot be accurate and timely at the same time.
We have introduced new handoff algorithms [2] to overcome the shortcomings of THOs discussed above. These new algorithms use statistical pattern-recognition techniques to exploit previous knowledge about the propagation characteristics of the environment, unlike THOs. Our pattern-recognition handoff algorithms (PRHOs) train on the signal strength measurements at the locations in which handoffs may be desired, and so acquire specific knowledge about the propagation characteristics at these locations. In particular, the signal strength measurements are composed of relatively deterministic components (path loss and shadow fading) and random components (Rayleigh fading) whose averages are the deterministic components. The reasonable assumption is made that each time a user travels along the same stretch of road, the measured signal power from a particular base station [without loss of generality, we assume a mobile-assisted handoff control scheme] has the same unique deterministic component but a different random component. Pattern classes can therefore be set up to yield a one-to-one correspondence with a user being at or near these locations. Matching these patterns could accurately signal the need for a handoff, without incurring much delay. Hence, pattern-recognition techniques can be applied to provide more accurate and timely handoff decisions than is possible with THO. Handoff algorithms with few unnecessary handoffs and low decision delay can thus be realized.
Handoffs that are consistently both accurate and timely can result in higher capacity and better overall link quality than what is available with today's systems. With continual demands for more system capacity, there is a trend toward smaller cells, also known as microcells. Handoffs are more critical in systems with smaller cells, because for a given average user speed, handoff rates tend to be inversely proportional to cell size. A serious problem in microcellular systems is that the "corner turning" problem can be quite severe, as will be explained in Section II. Hence, we examine the use of PRHO to assist in such situations.
Previous work on the use of pattern-recognition techniques for handoff-related purposes includes [3] and [4] . The pattern classes in [4] are associated with serving base stations. As long as a user's measured signal strength patterns are classified as belonging to the pattern class associated with its serving base 0018-9545/01$10.00 © 2001 IEEE station, it does not hand off to another base station. As soon as the patterns are classified as belonging to the pattern class associated with another base station, the user hands off to the other base station. This differs from our work in that our pattern classes are associated with stretches of street. Reference [3] uses hidden Markov models for pattern recognition of signal strength patterns for user location. It also mentions that the proposed pattern-recognition techniques could possibly be used for various system functions like handoff. More recent work on pattern recognition for handoff algorithms is described in [5] . This work uses probabilistic neural networks and attempts much more extensive tracking of user location than do the algorithms in this paper.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the problem sometimes faced in turning a corner, when radio link conditions may change rapidly and drastically. Section III reviews PRHO concepts. Our solution to the corner turning problem using PRHO methods is introduced in Section IV. Performance and simulation results of the new algorithm are discussed in Section V. Concluding remarks are made in Section VI.
II. THE CORNER-TURNING PROBLEM
Traditional cellular systems have cell radii on the order of a few kilometers. However, the radio spectrum is limited, and so there is only a limited number of users that can be served per cell. One way to increase the system capacity is to decrease the size of the cells. This permits more users to be supported per unit area. This is known as a microcellular system, and it makes sense where there is a high concentration of users, such as in a large city. As [6] puts it,
The greatest single factor in enhancing spectral efficiency of a network is not complex multiple access techniques, efficient speech and channel coding, modulation, powerful protocols, etc., but the mass deployment of microcells. By this simple technique we can repeatedly and efficiently reuse the precious spectrum. There are two main reasons why we have special interest in the microcellular propagation environment. First, because of the increasing popularity of cellular services, the trend is to move toward microcellular systems to provide increasing capacity. An example of such a system already installed, and with a rapidly growing subscriber base, is the Japanese Personal Handyphone System [7] . Secondly, smaller cells generally mean more handoffs are needed, all else being equal. This has important implications for handoff algorithms, which will need to perform better in order to handle the greater responsibility placed on them. For example, to keep the same probability of a call's being dropped because of handoff failure sometime during the duration of a call, the per-handoff probability of droppage needs to decrease.
A typical microcellular environment consists of tall buildings touching each other along both sides of streets, as found in the downtown area of many large cities [8] . The location of base stations along streets with antenna heights well below building tops results in the channeling or guiding of radio energy along the street [9] , which we call the waveguide effect because of the resemblance to wave propagation in waveguides [10] . For example, the base-station antennas (and maybe even the base stations themselves) might be mounted on flag poles or lamp posts along streets. This kind of microcellular environment presents two challenging problems to handoff algorithms. First, significant coupling loss (on the order of 20-25 dB) occurs around corners at intersections [11] , [12] . Large signal loss also accompanies the movement of pedestrian users into buildings along the streets. One implication of this phenomenon is that a communication link can go from adequate (or good) to bad as a user turns a corner. Handoff algorithms must be alert for such changes, for better or for worse. In order to make accurate handoff decisions, the handoff algorithms must monitor not only the serving base station but also potential candidate serving base stations. Secondly, the drop in signal strength may not only be severe-it may also be quick. It may occur within a few meters of the corner. Hence, quick handoff decisions are crucial in this situation. Otherwise, the communication links will suffer severe degradation and calls may even be dropped.
The corner-turning scenario poses a great difficulty to traditional handoff algorithms, which have basically two degrees of freedom-they can adjust the averaging window or the hysteresis margin. Reference [13] notes that "effective handoff algorithms for this scenario should use short temporal averaging window and a large hysteresis, so that rapid changes in the mean signal strength are detected and unnecessary handoffs are prevented." The authors also note: "Unfortunately, temporal averaging with a short fixed window length gives optimal handoff performance for only a single velocity." Reference [14] looks at the problem of averaging interval in more depth. However, we are not aware of any satisfactory solution to the challenge posed by the corner-turning scenario, using traditional or other handoff algorithms. The closest attempt might be that of Verdone and Zanella [15] , which is based on using the instantaneous gradient of the serving base station signal strength measurements as a handoff trigger. The reason this is used is that the gradient is expected to decrease sharply when there is a sudden, large drop in signal strength, e.g., when turning a corner. We have simulated this algorithm and found that it does not satisfy our requirements. We found that either the number of handoffs increases (compared with THO) or the delay increases, but not both at the same time, no matter what threshold for the gradient is used. Hence, like THO, this algorithm does not escape the tradeoff between number of unnecessary handoffs and handoff delay. It will be shown that the proposed PRHO can escape this tradeoff. Verdone and Zanella's algorithm does not exploit memory like PRHO does.
III. FUNDAMENTALS OF PRHO
Signal strength patterns are collections of signal strength measurements. The patterns consists of measurements of consecutive samples of signal strength measured from one or more base stations as a user is moving along streets in a cellular system. The structure in such signal strength patterns, and in particular their repeatability, motivates the use of signal strength patterns to provide user location information, which may be useful as input to the handoff decision process. The fundamental basis of our approach is discussed in Section III-A. The assumptions we make and the terminology we use in discussing signal strength patterns are introduced in Sections III-B and III-C. The sliding window pattern classification of signal strength patterns is developed in Section III-D, where our template-based statistical pattern-recognition technique is introduced.
A. The Basis of Our Approach
Large-scale fading effects in cellular or microcellular systems typically consist mainly of reflection, refraction, and scattering from objects like buildings and trees, which are relatively stationary over periods of days or weeks. Therefore, for any given location in a cellular system, the local mean signal power level is relatively fixed. Furthermore, users in cellular or microcellular systems in cities tend to move in very regular, determined paths, namely, along lanes of streets or along sidewalks. These two factors result in considerable regularity of structure and repeatibility in the signal strength measurements (of beacon signals of base stations), which are made by users in cities.
Consider a situation in which a user moves along a particular stretch of street, and then another user a little while later moves along the same stretch of street. Both users make signal strength measurements from several base stations around them as they move along the street. Let the measurements made by the first user be consecutive samples of signal strength denoted by for and the measurements made by the second user be denoted by for . If the sample points are aligned in space, as those in any two sample trajectories in Fig. 1 are, then and can be modeled as random vectors, both of which have the same -dimensional joint distributions. Consider a third set of measurements made along any other stretch of street. Given an appropriately chosen metric space, it is expected that the measurement vectors possess two fundamental properties: 1) the distance between and is small and 2) the distances between and and between and are both significantly larger than the distance between and . This regularity and repeatability in the signal strength measurements is not exploited in current cellular systems. We have investigated ways to exploit it using statistical pattern-recognition techniques.
B. Assumptions about the Signal Strength Samples
Consecutive signal strength samples of the small-scale fading are approximately independent if spaced more than half a wavelength apart [16] , []. Since our algorithm is designed to work with independent samples of the small-scale fading, it is desirable for the spacing between consecutive samples to be greater than half a wavelength. However, the spacing should not be very much greater than half a wavelength, in order not to lose useful data. The spacing between consecutive samples should therefore be fixed and small and have dimensions of length. Note that this is spatial sampling, not the more common temporal sampling, where the spacing between consecutive samples has dimensions of time. Another reason for using spatial sampling is that it makes the pattern classification simpler, since samples are easier to "align" in doing pattern matching. If the speed of the subscriber is variable, we assume that this can be estimated so that spatial sampling can be performed by varying the rate of sampling proportionately.
To reduce the large variation in signal strength caused by small-scale fading, the measured samples are averaged. The term signal strength indicator (SSI) will describe the preprocessed sample values (spatial samples averaged over a few samples). SSI will be in dB unless otherwise stated. SSI can be related to the uplink and measured by a base station or related to the downlink and measured by a user. We will use "SSI associated with a base station" to mean either of these cases when the difference is irrelevant to a particular discussion. Note that we do not assume that small-scale fading is "averaged out." Although a convenient assumption to make, it is not a good model of reality [17] . Note that SSI can be used as the basis of signal strength patterns because it shares the structural regularity properties of unaveraged signal strength measurements, but with less variability.
C. Definitions, Notation, and Terminology
A pattern is "a distinctive arrangement of structural elements" [18] . For the case of signal strength patterns, the structural elements are the SSIs, and the distinctive arrangements are a result of the structural characteristics of local mean signal power level (Section III-A) that we exploit. We define a feature matrix to be an matrix of SSIs with the following properties: each row contains consecutive SSIs associated with one base station, and the SSIs in any two different rows are measured at approximately the same time. The space in which feature matrices lie is the feature space. Feature matrices are a compact and convenient representation of signal strength patterns. The two fundamental properties of the signal strength patterns (Section III-A) enable pattern classes to be defined according to similarity or closeness according to some distance metric. Members of a pattern class, then, belong to a set of patterns each of whose feature matrix lies within a region in feature space. Our pattern classification problem consists of identifying the region in feature space into which a given pattern falls.
Each pattern class is associated, in one-to-one correspondence, with three objects: a stretch of street, a set of base stations, and a pattern action. Members of each class can be represented by feature matrices, which contain SSIs from certain base stations within the corresponding set, made along that corresponding stretch of street. The unique pattern class specification of a specific pattern class specifies the following.
1) Pattern Stretch. This is a stretch of street ( samples long) for which the system wants to be informed whenever a user traverses it. For example, this pattern may signal the need for a handoff-related action. Representative members of the class (template patterns of signal strength measurements) are obtained by making measurements along the pattern stretch. The components of the template patterns are the SSI vectors measured from surrounding base stations while a user is traveling along that pattern stretch. The list of base stations included, and the ordering of the base stations, is specified in the included base station set, defined below. For convenience, locating a pattern at a particular location will sometimes be used to mean defining a pattern class whose pattern stretch is at that location. Pattern stretches are inherently directional, going from the stretch start to the stretch end. 2) Pattern Action. This is the action associated with the pattern class, such as "Change billing rate" or "Reduce transmit power." The action may also be handoff-related, such as "Handoff from base station 0 to base station 1." In the case of multistate handoff decision algorithms (such as the two-state algorithm we are introducing for the corner-turn scenario), the action may be " 
D. Sliding Window Pattern Recognition
Each base station oversees its pattern set of patterns. The pattern set is different for each base station, which handles pattern classification for only the pattern classes in its pattern set, independent of the other base stations. The included base-station set of all patterns in a base station's pattern set is the same set of base stations (however, the set may be different from that of the patterns of other base stations), but the patterns are otherwise independent, with their own pattern stretches and actions. Several training pattern instances of each class are used as templates. Reference [2] discusses training in more detail. Fig. 2 illustrates how sliding window pattern-recognition works in the system operation phase. For each user, a sliding window of SSI measurements is kept at the serving base station. At regular intervals, the sliding window is updated, as the oldest samples from the base stations are discarded and a fresh set of samples is transmitted from the user terminal to replace them. The contents of the sliding window are a sliding window pattern instance, and an attempt is made to classify it as belonging to one of the pattern classes or none of them (the null classification). The null classification will normally be very likely, especially if is small, because most of the time the user will then not be in one of the locations corresponding to a pattern class.
Decision rules like the nearest neighbor decision rule [19] can be used for classification. The classification method we use has a nearest neighbor decision rule with a null classification option. The null classification is made whenever distance to the nearest neighbor exceeds a match threshold. Otherwise, the class of the nearest neighbor is selected. The selected distance metric between points in pattern space is a normalized squared Euclidean distance. The distance of a sliding window pattern instance to a pattern class is taken to be the minimum of the normalized squared Euclidean distances between and each of the members (templates) of (2) The distance computations may be performed by match functions. Fig. 2 illustrates a bank of match functions, one for each of the pattern classes used as input to the classifier. If the sliding window pattern instance is classified as belonging to a particular pattern class, instead of the null class, the information is passed to the trigger. The trigger implements the pattern action associated with that pattern class.
IV. A TWO-STATE HANDOFF ALGORITHM
The trigger block in Fig. 2 can in general perform many functions. For example, it may trigger a state transition or a handoff to a given base station. What happens when a particular pattern class is matched is specified by the pattern action of the matched pattern class. We have simulated both THO and PRHO in a canonical straight-line handoff scenario, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . This handoff scenario is useful for performance comparisons with THO because the performance of THO in this scenario has been treated in the literature (for example, [1] and [20] ). A version of PRHO we have tried in this scenario has two patterns, as shown in Fig. 3 . "Pattern 1" and "Pattern 2" refer to two pattern classes, one each in the pattern sets of BS0 and BS1. "Pattern 1," pointing from BS0 to BS1, belongs to the pattern set of BS0 and is located to the left of, and pointing to, Fig. 3 . The canonical handoff problem setup for PRHO. Without the patterns in the picture, this would be the canonical handoff scenario, which is often used in the literature as an unofficial testbed for handoff algorithm performance. The user moves in a straight line between two base stations, and one handoff somewhere near the midpoint of the two base stations is desired. the desired handoff point ("designated handoff point"). "Pattern 2," on the other hand, points the opposite direction, belongs to the pattern set of BS1, and is to the right of, and pointing to, the desired handoff point. The pattern action of "Pattern 1" is simply to handoff to BS1, while that of "Pattern 2" is to handoff to BS0. Hence, a one-state decision process is used. In general, PRHO can be used with a multiple-state decision process, as will be discussed shortly. Nevertheless, we have found that even the basic PRHO design, which we call vanilla PRHO, can achieve high accuracy (practically no unnecessary handoffs) and timeliness (negligible delay) while THO cannot avoid the tradeoff between unnecessary handoffs and decision delay regardless of hysteresis threshold. Our results are discussed in [2] .
These are encouraging results. However, PRHO has the potential to handle even more challenging handoff decision problems well. An example of such a handoff scenario is the turn-around-the-corner handoff scenario shown in Fig. 4 and introduced in Section II. The system is a microcellular system in the downtown area of a city. The user enjoys a good link with the original serving base station right until it reaches the corner. After the user turns around the corner, the signal strength from the original serving base station can rapidly drop by 15-25 dB. The challenge is that a very quick handoff decision is needed right after the corner is turned, but the system cannot know if the user is going to turn the corner until after that happens. So the pattern needs to be located after the corner. But pattern stretches need to be long enough to keep the probability of misclassification low. In the system simulated, pattern stretches needed to be on the order of half a block length (about 50 m) to perform well. So if we only place pattern stretches after the corner, the handoff decisions would be made only half a block length away from the corner, when the call may have already been dropped due to poor signal quality. Therefore, problems are encountered if the regular patterns are placed only before the corner or only after the corner.
Our solution is to locate a regular pattern before the corner and special patterns after it and to use a two-state decision process (two-state decision machine in the trigger box in Fig. 2 ). The two states are regular and alert. The pattern action of the pattern located before the corner is not to perform any particular handoff but to go to the alert state. In the alert state, only three short patterns are looked for, corresponding to the user's going straight, turning left and turning right. The pattern action of these patterns would be the appropriate handoff. The system leaves the alert state and returns to the regular state when either a short pattern is matched or when the alert timer runs out. The purpose of the alert timer is to avoid having the system stuck in the alert state in the rare event that none of the short patterns is matched. This design also incorporates two regular patterns after the corner, to correct any erroneous decision made from mismatching of the short patterns. These are called the backup patterns. The pattern placement of the solution is illustrated in Fig. 7 . The behavior of each of the two decision states is summarized in the flow diagrams in Figs. 5 and 6.
The following should be noted. 1) Handoff signaling and execution takes time. With a twostate decision process, handoff signaling and execution can begin earlier, once the system moves into the alert state. The result would be less overall handoff execution delay. 2) Subscriber speed information is not explicitly used, except to perform spatial sampling.
V. PERFORMANCE OF PRHO
Simulations were run to investigate the performance of PRHO against THO. The results demonstrate that PRHO performs very well in comparison with THO. Table I lists the simulation parameters. The base-station arrangement and the path of motion of the subscriber are shown in Fig. 4 . In the simulations, handoffs are assumed to be instantaneous (no network delays). The performance measures are the number of handoffs and handoff delay. In interpreting the results, it should be noted that given the base-station arrangement and the path of motion of the subscriber, one handoff is needed (from BS0 to BS1). This is because the simulated microcellular propagation environment was chosen such that the BS0 can definitely provide coverage up until the corner, but not all the way until the subscriber reaches BS1. As for handoff delay, it is recognized that the handoff should occur close to the corner, not too long after it is turned. Hence, in comparing the handoff algorithms, good performance is represented by an algorithm that typically initiates one handoff close to the corner.
Selected simulation parameters are listed in Table I . Note that the value of (standard deviation of the lognormal fading) is somewhat on the low side. in practice ranges from 3 to 10 dB, depending on the environment. The low value is chosen because that is the worst case. PRHO performs better with larger , because there is more difference between different pattern classes. As for the sliding window size, we chose 50 samples (spaced a meter apart, i.e., a 50-m sliding window) as the size of the regular patterns. In our investigations, this was found to be a good tradeoff between two extremes. On the one hand, a sliding window that is too short (e.g., 10 m) results in a significant percentage of missed or erroneous matches. On the other hand, the slight pattern matching performance improvement associated with larger sliding windows (e.g., 100 m) does not justify the increased storage and computation costs. A reasonable exception to the rule is for the short patterns used in the alert state. As explained in Section IV, decision speed is more crit- ical in the alert state, so we use these short patterns (10 m long in the simulations), coupled with the backup patterns.
The performance of THO and some variations of PRHO are shown in terms of the above performance measures, i.e., number of handoffs and handoff delay, in Figs. 8 and 9 , respectively. In both figures, the abscissa for THO is the hysteresis threshold, while the abscissa for the PRHO variants is the match threshold. This is not meant to imply that the hysteresis threshold and match threshold are related. In Fig. 8 , the ordinate shows the mean number of handoffs for the various algorithms. For the situation simulated, it is desirable that the mean number of handoffs be approximately one. However, just looking at the mean number of handoffs is not enough, since a handoff that is too late may be useless. Hence, delay also needs to be considered. In Fig. 9 , the ordinate shows the mean delay. We define delay (of a handoff) to be the number of samples after the corner that it takes for the handoff to occur. The mean delay is averaged over those runs in which at least one handoff occurred. Thus, for example, some of the curves in Fig. 8 only have meaningful values for a range of thresholds and are only plotted over that range. First-handoff delay is the number of samples after the corner at which the first decision is made to handoff, and final-handoff delay is the number of samples after the corner at which the last decision is made to handoff. The first and final handoffs are different if multiple handoffs occur. If handoff occurs before the corner is reached, it is assigned a negative delay value.
It can be seen from Fig. 8 that for small values of hysteresis threshold, THO has many unnecessary handoffs. These waste network resources. Also, handoff back to BS0 some distance after the corner might result in a dropped call. For larger values of hysteresis threshold-for example, 10 dB and greater-THO performs fewerhandoffs.However, lookingatFig.9,itcan beseen that delay becomes a problem for these larger values of hysteresis threshold. On the average, for a hysteresis threshold of 10 dB, the final handoff to the correct base station occurs 20 m after the corner. This location only gets further away from the corner as the hysteresis threshold increases. The two figures together therefore illustrate the dilemma of THO in dealing with the corner-turning situation. For smaller values of hysteresis threshold, many unnecessary handoffs occur, whereas for larger values, delay becomes too high. In either case, the performance is poor.
On the other hand, the two-state algorithm we described earlier, PRHO mstate, has excellent delay performance, completing handoffs to BS1 within 10 m of the corner. The number of handoffs, though, depends on the match threshold. It has no handoffs for match thresholds that are too small. So these small values should not be used. As the match threshold increases, the algorithm begins to perform better. In particular, for a match threshold of 15, over 95% of the time, a timely handoff is made to BS1 as desired. For a match threshold of 17, it goes up to 99%. For larger match thresholds, the mean number of handoffs is slightly greater than one. This is because the balance shifts from erring on the side of possibly missing a pattern match to avoid unnecessary handoffs by using a smaller match threshold to allowing a small percentage of unnecessary handoffs to avoid missing a pattern match by using a larger match threshold. The exact choice used in a system will depend on the balance that the system operator desires. In any case, this algorithm can achieve accurate and timely handoffs over 95% of the time or more. In comparison, THO and vanilla PRHO (represented by PRHO with snet, a slight variant on vanilla PRHO that will be explained in the next paragraph) do not come close to this level of accuracy and timeliness as consistently.
The other two curves, PRHO with snet and PRHO mstate, with snet, incorporate a fail-safe mechanism, a safety net we call "snet" for short. With the fail-safe mechanism, handoffs are triggered as usual by pattern class matches. However, handoffs are also triggered when the relative signal strength of another base station exceeds that of the serving base station by a large amount, 35 dB in this case. Because this hysteresis threshold is so large, it serves mainly to catch the few cases in which the user ends up with the wrong serving base station because of pattern misclassification. The fact that PRHO mstate, with snet is so close to PRHO mstate for match thresholds over 15 dB confirms that in those cases, the two-state algorithm by itself makes the right decisions most of the time, without needing the fail-safe mechanism. The delay performance of PRHO mstate, with snet is virtually identical to that of PRHO mstate and is therefore not plotted in Fig. 9 to reduce clutter. From comparing PRHO mstate with PRHO mstate, with snet, it can be concluded that PRHO mstate works so well that the fail-safe mechanism becomes redundant.
PRHO with snet is the case in which PRHO is used with regular-length patterns placed after the corner, together with a fail-safe mechanism. The reason for the inclusion of PRHO with snet is so that the performance of this regular one-state PRHO can be compared with that of PRHO mstate to demonstrate why the two-state PRHO works so much better than the one-state PRHO in this case. The mean number of handoffs for PRHO with snet is one because either the regular-length patterns trigger the right handoff or the fail-safe mechanism is triggered, if the match threshold is too low. Does this mean that the PRHO with snet has the best performance? No, because for PRHO with snet, the delay performance is unacceptable. The handoffs tend to be triggered too far after the corner (50 m, as seen in Fig. 9 ) when the call may have already been dropped. Therefore, PRHO, mstate is the only algorithm with acceptable delay performance for a wide range of match thresholds, with the handoffs occurring around 10 m or less from the corner.
A. Discussion of Simulation Results
The simulation results justify the two-state PRHO design. The following points can be observed.
1) The shortness of the second-state patterns means they can be matched very close to the corner. This mitigates the decision delay problem. THO, on the other hand, would only be able to do this with very small and so would have to suffer many unnecessary handoffs. But the two-state PRHO also improves on the case where PRHO is used with just regular patterns after the corner (vanilla PRHO), since delay for that case is too high, as seen in the simulation results in the next section. On the other hand, vanilla PRHO would be able to achieve the same low delay if three short regular patterns are used after the corner. However, short patterns are more prone to mismatch. The two-state design tightly controls the period of time in which these short patterns are looked for, which is only while in the second state. This eliminates unnecessary spurious matches to the short patterns elsewhere and provides the option of using a different match threshold in the second state.
2) Since the second-state patterns are short, there is a small probability of misclassification in the second state. This probability is not insignificant when large values of match threshold are used, as seen in the simulation results. The backup patterns are used to ensure that accuracy is maintained and the user ends up with the right serving base station. The only cost in these cases is an additional handoff (to BS7) and some delay before the user hands off. For example, through certain techniques, e.g., making the "forward" pointing short pattern slightly longer than the ones representing right and left turns, it can be ensured that mismatch errors will only be between the left-turn and right-turn short patterns. So in the unlikely event that a right turn is made but the left-turn short pattern is erroneously matched, a handoff to the wrong base station will occur, but only temporarily-as soon as the associated backup pattern is matched, a second handoff occurs, this time to the correct base station. Most of the time, this extra handoff is not necessary, but when it is, the delay before handing off to BS1 is not critical if the extra handoff is to BS7, since the signal strength of BS7 is likely to be usable further along the street toward BS1 than is that of BS0. The simulation results also provide guidance for setting the thresholds. In using PRHO, unnecessary handoffs (in addition to the necessary handoff between BS0 and BS1) occur when the match thresholds are too high. Handoffs would then be triggered too often, sometimes in false alarms. However, a genuine pattern match can be missed when the thresholds are too low. Handoffs would rarely be triggered, and sometimes not triggered when they should be. Therefore, careful setting of the match thresholds in PRHO is important. However, the setting is not as critical as the settings of the hysteresis thresholds in THO.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
THOs trade off unnecessary handoffs with delay in the decision process. PRHOs have been introduced and compared with THOs and found to be able to operate with fewer unnecessary handoffs and less delay in execution in a variety of handoff scenarios. In this paper, we have described a particularly challenging handoff scenario. We also describe how a multistate PRHO works well in meeting the challenge where THO and vanilla PRHO perform poorly.
In practice, traditional handoff algorithms are adequate for many situations. However, in certain situations-when users are turning around certain corners, for example-they may perform very poorly, resulting in frequent dropped calls. Special measures can be taken for these special situations, and the two-state PRHO is one example of something that can be applied. For each base station, there may be a few such situations for which such special care is desirable, so each base station would not have to perform pattern recognition for more than just a couple of situations at most. Hence, the memory storage requirements of the algorithm should not be a problem. Furthermore, the computational complexity need not be excessive, since a base station would at any given time be attempting matches with a subset of the patterns in its memory banks. In particular, it would typically only look for matches with state 1 patterns most of the time, and for a limited selection of state 2 patterns when in the alert state. However, the kind of measurements required (spatial sampling of signal strength from a set of base stations) may not be available in existing cellular systems. If this type of algorithm were to be adopted in future systems, changes would need to be made in the measurement procedures as well.
Future work may involve relaxing the assumption that spatial sampling is performed and investigating the possible performance degradation resulting from not having spatial sampling. It may also be of interest to add the effects of cochannel interference into the modeling, using insights from recent research like [21] .
